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GROWING RESILIENCE
GARDENING PROJECT

With Tayshan Hayden-Smith, a founding Director of Grow2Know
Learn about the transformative power of gardening on your health and
wellbeing. The space you will work in is based around our Grenfell Tower
memorial cherry tree, and you will learn new skills whilst contributing to the
development of the ground into a space you can enjoy and be proud of as a
Morley Student.

SMARTPHONE
PHOTOGRAPHY CLASS

You will learn a variety of photographic skills and techniques using the
camera and some free apps on your smartphone. Practice shot size and scale,
composition, the rule of thirds, perspective, use of colour and basic editing.
If some of those words don’t mean much to you then that’s fine! This course will
show you how to take your photos to the next level and share them with each
other on our Insta.

FILM & DOCUMENTARY CLUB

We will watch some freely available films together, consider various aspects of
their story, characters or locations and then share our thoughts. With each film
discussion points will be suggested, and you can send in a short video review
for the Insta feed or put it in writing onto the course page.

COOKERY GROUP

This class will give you some simple and healthy recipes each week to try
and make and they will be student focused — using mainly readily available
and cheap to buy ingredients. A range of recipes will be suggested to cover
different dietary requirements and you can share photos of your final creations!
All you need to do is START HERE to REALISE YOUR FUTURE.
If you are interested in taking part, please contact

Hannah.jones@morleycollege.ac.uk
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